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The “perfect” polypectomy technique

Safe

AEs: ↓bleeding, perforation, 
post-polypectomy sx

Cost-effective

Time-efficient

Common instruments
Fewer devices
Easier to learn

Complete Resection

Decreased recurrence
Fewer procedures
Fewer referrals for
advanced resection
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Standard EMR is effective and safe
The majority of advanced polyps can be removed with standard 
EMR, which is safer and more cost-effective than surgery

•Adverse events

•Mortality 0.08% (1 in 1250)

•Risk of AE requiring surgery: 1%

•Perforation in 1.5%

•Bleeding in 6.5% (1/3 were delayed)

Hassan C, Rex D et al. Efficacy and safety of endoscopic resection of large colorectal polyps. Gut. 2016;65:806-20.



Standard EMR: Room for improvement?

• Risk of bleeding is high (5-15%), in particular delayed bleeding

• Risk of recurrence of neoplasm at the margins of piecemeal resection site is 
high (10-20%)



Cold snare EMR
Chandrasekar et al, GIE 2019

Immediate bleeding 0.1%

Delayed bleeding rate 0.5%

Perforations 0

Complete resection 99.3%

Systematic review 

of N = 522 polyps 

across 8 studies 

that underwent 

cold-snare EMR
Cold piecemeal EMR may be a safer technique than 

cautery-assisted EMR for resection of sessile serrated 

lesions (SSL) given lower bleeding rates

Efficacy for adenomatous lesions is not well studied



Study #1: Cold EMR for SSL vs adenomas



• AIM: compare efficacy and safety of cold piecemeal EMR for 
SSLs versus adenomas

• DESIGN: retrospective study of cold piecemeal EMR performed 
on Paris IIa lesions

• OUTCOMES: recurrence at 6 and 18 mo, and complications



Paris Classification Compared CS-EMR for SSL vs adenomas with Paris IIa morphology

Optimal morphology for CS-EMR



• TECHNIQUE: 

• Lesions were injected with 4% succinate gelatin in NS + 2% 
indigo carmine

• 10 mm cold snare used to perform piecemeal resection 
including  5 mm margin of normal tissue at edges





• RESULTS

• 142 EMRs 

• 82 SSL 

• 60 adenoma

• Similar group 
characteristics, 
although adenomas 
slightly larger



• RECURRENCE: 

• Overall recurrence rate at 6 mo significantly higher for 
adenomas than SSL (14% vs 3.2%, p = 0.05)

• Difference most marked for large lesions (18.4% vs 3.1%, p = 
0.08)

• All recurrences were able to be managed endoscopically

• SAFETY: no AEs in either group



• CONCLUSIONS

• Cold piecemeal EMR is safe for both adenomas and SSLs

• Efficacy of cold piecemeal EMR for medium to large 
adenomas may be lower than for SSLs

Take home point: cold EMR is the technique of choice for large SSLs

Hot snare EMR + adjuvant snare tip soft coagulation remains SOC for adenomas



Study #2: Clip closure of SSL vs adenomas



• BACKGROUND: clip closure of large R-sided EMR defects has 
been shown to decrease delayed post-polypectomy bleeding,

• Clipping has not been studied specifically in SSLs: ? necessary





• AIM: compare delayed bleeding rates for clipping vs no 
clipping following EMR of large (>2 cm) SSL

• DESIGN: multicenter international RCT, subgroup analysis

• 1’ OUTCOME: severe* post-procedure bleeding within 30 days

*requiring hospitalisation, repeat colonoscopy, surgery, or other invasive intervention



• RESULTS

• 99 SSLs in the clip group and 96 in the control group

• More females (65% vs 42%, p = 0.002) and antiplatelet use 
(24% vs 13%, p = 0.05) in the control arm*

*this is a pitfall of post-hoc analysis post-randomisation



BLEEDING RISK

PARENT STUDY

ALL POLYPS

BLEEDING RISK

THIS ANALYSIS

SSL SUBGROUP

• Risk of bleeding was 
lower for SSL subgroup 
than for all polyps 
overall in the parent 
study



• No statistically 
significant difference in 
bleeding risk between 
control and clip groups 
when restricted to SSL



• CONCLUSIONS

• Overall risk of delayed bleeding appears lower for SSLs than 
adenomas

• No clear benefit to prophylactic clipping of SSLs was 
demonstrated in this study

Several limitations: post-hoc analysis, confounding due to imbalances between 
groups, few events

Take home point: benefit of clipping post-EMR is greatest for adenomatous polyps



Study #3: Resect and discard



• BACKGROUND: 

• Histopathologic assessment of diminutive polyps adds 
significantly to the cost of colonoscopic CRC screening

• Widespread use of optical diagnosis is limited due to 
concerns about inter-observer performance variations

• AIM: To evaluate a simplified resect and discard strategy that is 
not operator dependent



• METHOD: Polyp location was used to classify colon polyps into 
non-neoplastic or low-risk neoplastic. 

• All rectosigmoid diminutive polyps were considered 
hyperplastic

• All polyps located proximally to the sigmoid colon were 
considered neoplastic. 

• Surveillance interval assignments were made using this system

• OUTCOME: 1’ outcome was ≥90% agreement with pathology in 
surveillance interval assignment. 



• RESULTS: 

• 1117 patients were included, who had 1322 polyps of which 
43% of polyps were rectosigmoid

• Overall agreement between location-based resect and 
discard (LBRD) strategy and pathology was 97%



• LBRD 
outperformed 
all the optical 
diagnostic 
strategies 
tested



• CONCLUSIONS: 

• A location-based resect-and-discard (LBRD) strategy for 
dimunitive polyps is operator-independent and demonstrates 
high (97%) surveillance-interval agreement with pathology

• Significantly outperformed optical diagnosis (~90% using NICE) 

• Would allow a 70% reduction in in the number of pathology 
examinations

Take home point: a combination strategy including polyp location may permit a safe 

resect-and-discard strategy, but more research is needed
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